Monday 3rd June 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
YEAR 3 SUMMER TERM WEEK 6
Week at a glance:
Maths
This week the children will be completing their work on area and perimeter of shapes.
They will be learning to:
•
•
•
•
English

find the perimeter of a shape by adding up all its sides
apply multiplication facts to find the sides of rectangles
find the area of rectangle using formula Area = Length × Width
solve problems involving the four operations to find the area and perimeter of a
variety of shapes.

This week the children will begin a two-week unit of work on persuasive writing,
focussing on the power of advertising. They will be looking at how language is
chosen to create a persuasive effect, alongside images and colour. We will look at a
variety of adverts and create one of our own for a chosen toy.
*Please can the children bring in a toy or game to discuss in the lesson on Friday.
Any catalogues or magazines featuring children’s toys or products would be gratefully
received too. Thank you

Homework for this week:
Each day
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Homework out
Read scheme book and discuss
English
Anglo Saxon rhymes and runes

Homework in

Spellings (wk 6 list- for test Wed 12th)

Spelling test (week 5 word list)

Maths
Small perimeters activity (due in Wed
12th)

English due in (Anglo Saxon sheet)

Spellings for this week:
Week 6 lists- for test Wednesday 12th June
Badgers. 5/6/19
Foxes. 5/6/19
Words beginning with ‘un’
Words beginning with ‘un’
untidy
undo
unable
unseen
unlikely
unwell
unpopular
untidy
unlucky
unable
* unluckily
unlucky
unhappy
unhappy
* unhappily
unusual
unusual
unlikely
* unusually
unpopular
Copy each word 3 times to
Copy each word 3 times to
practice and write 3 sentences
practice and write 3 sentences
using some of the words.
using some of the words.
Make sure you know the meaning
*Can you see what happens to
of each word; look it up if you are
these spellings when you change
unsure.
the word and remove the final ‘y’?

Rabbits. 5/6/19
Words beginning with ‘un’, and root word.

do
undo
tidy
untidy
able
unable
lucky
unlucky
usual
unusual
Practice writing them out once
every day.
Write 3 sentences using some of
the words.

Notes:
 Please remember that our Forest Rangers session is on TUESDAY- the letter that went out
specified what clothing and equipment each child needs. They will need a packed lunch and
water bottle.
 As mentioned above please could each child bring a toy or game to write and talk about on
Friday. We also need any catalogues or magazines featuring adverts for children’s products.
 If you had a problem accessing Mathletics please let me know, one or two people have noted
some difficulty. I will try to find a solution and will find opportunities for the children to use it at
school.
 It was lovely to see the very positive reaction to the children’s work on Open Evening. I will be
sending some of the fragile things home as soon as possible, if you would like to come in to
collect them (avoiding the possibility of children dropping them!) please pop in after school on
Tuesday- Friday.
 Please continue collect old pieces of cardboard (e.g. unsealed cereal boxes) for a craft
activity.
 Sex-Education lessons will begin next week (Week beginning 10th June). If you are
withdrawing your child and have not already let me know in writing, please do so asap.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs S Middleton

